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Abstract. Social networks have attracted much attention recently. Social network analysis finds 
its application in many current business areas. Different studies have been conducted to 
automatically extract social networks among various kinds of entities from the Web. In this 
work we present a new method for building a social network of academic researchers. We 
merge single-relational networks into a single heterogeneous network which carries more exact 
information about the behavior of network actors. 
 
1. Introduction 

Social networks have gained high popularity recently. Social networks on the web have been 
extracted by retrieving relationships between entities automatically derived from multilingual 
news [1], from user's email inbox [2] and email communications [3]. Social networks also have 
been extracted from log files of online shared work-spaces [4]. A method for extracting social 
networks from the Web using similarity between collective contexts is proposed in [5]. FOAF 
profiles present a new research topic for social network researchers [6], [7], [8]. Co-occurrence 
based extraction also finds its applications in some works [9], [10]. Extracting social network of 
people on the web based on their homepages presents another approach for detecting similarity 
between persons [11] [12]. Some studies address the problem of extraction social network of 
academic researchers [10], [13]. Some researchers address not the process of extraction of a 
network given a set of named entities but the extraction of relations which might possibly exist 
between the entities [14]. The choice of the similarity coefficient may affect results in ranking 
entities of network as demonstrated in [23]. 

Community mining is one of primary research areas in social network analysis. One 
may define community as a set of objects sharing similar properties. In graph theory concepts 
community mining can be defined as identification of sub-graphs i.e. identifying sub-graphs 
which have higher densities compared to the whole network density. A group of studies in 
social network analysis has been done on community mining as well [15], [16], [17]. 

Extraction social network of academic researchers is one of mostly studied and 
interesting research areas in social network analysis on the Web. The system described in [9], 
for example, allows performing searches of different types: by name, by keyword, by affiliation 
and by research field. It also lists the researchers related to the searched person. The system uses 
the overlap coefficient to measure the strength between entities. The social network extraction 
procedure is carried out in two steps. Firstly, nodes are set, and then edges are established. 
Several algorithms are used to extract a social network of a researcher in Polyphonet. The 
presented in [18] approach in is to measure the relevance of two entities by calculating the co-
occurrence measure of two names. The approach is to treat a researcher’s network extraction as 
a procedure containing three steps: identification of relevant Web pages, profile information 
extraction, and integrating publications from different sources. The relevant page identification 
is carried out by searching pages containing the researcher’s name through a search engine. 
Publications are not retrieved directly from Web but from online data sources.  

Social network analysis is the mapping and measuring of relationships and flows 
between people, groups, organizations, animals, computers or other information/knowledge 
processing entities. The nodes in the network are the people and groups, while the links show 
relationships or flows between the nodes. One of the most interesting things about social 
structures is their substructure in terms of groupings or cliques. The number, size, and 
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connections among the sub-groupings in a network can tell us a lot about the likely behavior of 
the network as a whole. How fast will things move across the actors in the network? Will 
conflicts most likely involve multiple groups, or two factions? To what extent do the subgroups 
and social structures overlap one another? All of these aspects of sub-group structure can be 
very relevant to predicting the behavior of the network as a whole [19]. 

Social networks had also found to be very powerful in identifying animal behavior [20]. 
Social network theory methods also applied on development of relationship between 
entrepreneurs [21]. Collaboration in economics community also was analyzed using social 
network analysis [22]. 

Most methods and algorithms which exist for social network analysis on the Web 
assume that there is only one relationship between actors i.e. consider homogeneous networks. 
In real, more than one relation exists in social networks (heterogeneous networks). Moreover, 
most methods proposed are well for specific sets of data like news articles, researchers and etc 
and don’t demonstrate expected results for other kind of data. 

In this paper we present a method which combines multiple social networks of 
academic researchers. The primary idea behind our proposal consists of integrating multiple 
homogenous networks into a single network which would contain all relations in the original 
networks. The resultant network edge strength can be manipulated by the way described below. 
 
2. Building an integrated social network of academic researchers 

In social network theory there are two types of networks with respect to relations: homogenous 
and heterogeneous. In homogenous social networks there exists only one relation between 
entities. Heterogeneous networks are those in which multiple relations exist between entities. 
Heterogeneous networks usually called multi-relational social networks. 
 Most social network extraction methods consider there is only one relationship between 
network nodes. Depending on the actors of the networks and type of the study some might be 
interested in particular relations. Some relations may be of more concern than others. 
 Academic researchers may have relations of different kinds: they may have co-authored 
one or more papers, may participate in the same conference, may be members of the same 
scientific center or might have taken part in the same project and etc. This means that a social 
network of academic researchers is usually multi-relational. Each of these relations may 
represent a different network but having a single network which would combine all these 
relations may give better results with respect to ranking, determining brokers and etc. 

Assume that we are given a set of names of academic researchers for which we need to 
build a social network from available information on the Web. Denote them naaa ,...,, 21  . 

Suppose there exist m  relations amongst them mkkk ,...,, 21  . These can be co-authorship 
relation, co-citation relation, project participation relation, conference participation relation, 
scientific center membership relation and etc. Suppose using some predefined methods, for 
example, using methods based on co-occurrence based approach, for each of these relations we 
have build a social network of these academic researchers. To do this we for each of pair of 
entities we can submit a query to a general search engine. Then depending on the similarity 
coefficient chosen we can compute and assign weights to the edges of the graphs. As a result we 
shall receive m  networks each of which will represent a homogenous network with respect to 
the thk  relation. Suppose for each of the networks we have received the edge weights k

ijw , 

between the nodes i  and j  where nji ,1, =  and mk ,1= . Using edge weights received we 
can build a heterogeneous network edge weights of which we can calculate by the following 
formula 

∑
=

=
m

k

k
ijkij ww
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where 1...21 =+++ kλλλ  and ijw  is a weight between thi  and thj  nodes. Lambda is 

chosen intuitively or by experimental way. 
 This simple method of merging multiple homogenous social networks into a single one 
which will contain all relations to be extracted is very flexible in the sense that by changing 
values of concrete λ  we can receive different heterogeneous networks. For example, if we 
increase the value of λ  for co-author relation and respectively decreaseλ ’s for other relations 
we shall receive a different heterogeneous network. In the network obtained we shall have 
strength of one relation weaker or stronger than others. This can also affect, for example, 
ranking results of the entities.  
 
3. Conclusion 

Most methods on the Web used for extracting and analyzing social networks suppose only one 
relationship exists between actors. In reality, on the Web resources are connected by multiple 
relations. We presented a model which combines multiple single-relational networks into a 
single multi-relation network. The resultant network would contain all relations and percentage 
of strength of each relation in the resultant edge strength can be changed depending on the 
weight coefficients chosen. This can have effect on further analysis of the network. Although 
this paper presents the above mentioned model for network of academic researchers, this model 
can be applied to other kinds of social networks as well where multiple relations may exist 
between network nodes. In the future, we may be able to show some practical applications of 
the model presented. 
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